
Minimally invasive neurosurgery involves a surgical intervention to treat the diseases of the 
brain and spinal cord by smaller incisions or reaching through natural orifices with the help of 
an endoscope. Iatrogenic errors that occur while performing surgery are the eighth biggest 
cause of death in America. This has drawn attention to training surgeons in fundamental 
technical skills. Our contributions are based on the collaborative efforts of surgeons and 
technologists to provide computer vision-based standardized and automatic skills evaluation 
modules to improve neuro-endoscopic skills training. In this thesis, we have used a novel 
physical simulator called a Neuro-Endo-Trainer (NET) for our evaluation studies. We divide 
our contributions into three major video analysis methods to assist the neurosurgery skill 
evaluation. (1)  Automatic surgical activity detection: The NET input video stream is 
automatically segmented into subtasks using a Mixture of Gaussian-based background 
subtraction and the Tracking Learning Detection algorithm. The motion statistics in each sub-
task are collated into a synopsis to provide feedback to the trainee. (2) Automatic surgical 
tool segmentation: Automatic tool detection/ segmentation is a pre-requisite for activity 
recognition and skills evaluation. We explore deep-learning-based tool segmentation 
methods available for endoscopic Robotic Minimally Invasive Surgery (RMIS) instance 
segmentation datasets EndoVis17 and EndoVis18. We identified that current state-of-the-art 
(SOTA) techniques fine-tune contemporary models trained on natural images for surgical 
instance segmentation, but manage to give a low accuracy only. Our investigation reveals 
that, though the accuracy of the bounding box and mask is high, the classification head 
performs poorly. We perform strategic modifications in the two-stage instance segmentation 
model to introduce a third stage with multi-scale mask attention classification to correct the 
class prediction of instrument masks. We also demonstrate the generalization of the method 
on our novel clinical neuro-endoscopic endonasal endoscopic transsphenoidal surgery (EETS) 
dataset. (3) Automatic surgical skills evaluation:  We expand our previous technique of 
providing trainees with synopsis-based feedback using machine-learning-based adaptation of 
expert surgeon evaluation. A multi-path neural network framework for automated skills 
assessment in RMIS available in the literature uses various surgical skill aspects like vision, 
tracking, proxy, and gestures. Even though, this is a promising and adaptable solution for 
different surgical scenarios, existing simulators like NET can afford only vision data, unlike 
robotic surgery datasets like JIGSAWS. We study the multi-path framework for the proposed 
NETS dataset with only vision data and found that it does not generalize on reduced skills 
aspects. We propose a dynamic variant of rank-loss for contrastive learning of video 
representation along with the Mean-Squared Error (MSE) loss. This enables the network to 
learn the discriminative features that predict the relative rank of the skills for pairs and 
thereby better correlate with the expert surgeon’s ranking and generalize well on JIGSAWS 
and NETS dataset. 


